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additional uncertainty between
measurements
→ movement uncertainty

today: focus on measurement
uncertainty
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Fréchet distance

Discrete Fréchet distance and continuous Fréchet distance:



Weak Fréchet distance

Allows backtracking.
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Results in 2D [B., Fan, Löffler, Popov, Raichel, Roeloffzen]

* Ahn et al., 2012.

indecisive imprecise
disks line segments

discrete FD
LB polynomial* polynomial* polynomial*
UB NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard
Exp #P-hard — #P-hard

FD
LB polynomial — NP-hard
UB NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard
Exp #P-hard — —

Polynomial-time algorithms with time
bands for hard cases.

FPTAS, general uncertain curves.
Near-linear-time 3-approx. in 2D.
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Upper bound and expected value



Construction: indecisive, discrete FD, upper bound

Reduction from SAT.
Two curves:
▶ Precise curve:
formula structure;

▶ Indecisive curve:
variable
assignment.
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(−2, 0)
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Construction: example
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𝐶 = 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥2
Realisation: 𝑥1 = T, 𝑥2 = F, 𝑥3 = F.
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Construction: indecisive, discrete FD, upper bound
𝐶1 𝐶2 𝐶3 𝐶4 𝐶5

𝑉
(0, 0) (0, 0)

1 1 1 1 11 1 1 + 𝜀 1 1

𝐶𝑖 = T for all 𝑖



Hardness results: UB and Exp

indecisive imprecise
disks line segments

discrete FD UB NP-complete NP-complete NP-complete
Exp #P-hard — #P-hard

FD UB NP-complete NP-complete NP-complete
Exp #P-hard — —
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Time bands: results

Time band width 𝑤, indecisive curves with ℓ options, length 𝑛:

▶ UB dFD precise + indecisive: Θ(4𝑤ℓ𝑛√𝑤);
▶ UB dFD 2x indecisive: Θ(4𝑤ℓ2𝑤+1𝑛√𝑤);
▶ Exp dFD 2x indecisive: Θ(4𝑤ℓ2𝑤+3𝑛2𝑤2);
▶ UB/Exp FD: polynomial in 𝑛.
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Lower bound



Algorithm: indecisive, FD, lower bound

Ideas:

1. If we know the realisations,
compute as usual.

2. We don’t, so consider all the
realisations for this point.

3. We never go back, so safe to take
the union of all feasible locations.

⟹ dynamic program running in time
𝑂(𝑚𝑛𝑘2).

Given:
▶ Precise curve with 𝑚 points;
▶ Indecisive curve with 𝑛 points, 𝑘
options per point;

▶ Threshold 𝛿.
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Hardness: line segments, FD, lower bound

Subset Sum:
Input: Positive values 𝑆 = {𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑛}. Target value 𝜏.

Output: Is there an index set 𝐼 such that ∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑠𝑖 = 𝜏?

LB Fréchet:
Input: Precise curve 𝜋, uncertain curve 𝑈 (line-segment-based). Threshold

𝛿.
Output: Is there a realisation 𝜎 of 𝑈 such that Fréchet distance between 𝜋

and 𝜎 is at most 𝛿?



Hardness: line segments, FD, lower bound

Uncertain curve with three vertical
segments. Suppose the realization:
▶ Starts at height ℎ;
▶ Has to pass through either (0.5, 0)
or (0.5, −𝑠𝑖);

▶ Has to pass through (1.5, 0).
Then height at the end is ℎ or ℎ + 2𝑠𝑖.

0 1 20.5 1.5

0
ℎ

ℎ + 2𝑠𝑖

ℎ

𝑠𝑖
2𝑠𝑖



Hardness: line segments, FD, lower bound

Glue 𝑛 of these uncertain curves
together, one for each 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆:
▶ Assume start at height 0.
▶ Let 𝐼 be the indices where we used
the −𝑠𝑖 point.

▶ So height at the end is 2∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑠𝑖.
⟹ Requiring height 2𝜏 on the last
segment solves Subset Sum.

0 1 20.5 1.5

0
ℎ

ℎ + 2𝑠𝑖

ℎ

𝑠𝑖
2𝑠𝑖



Hardness: line segments, FD, lower bound

Q: How do we enforce our realization
passes through these points?

A: Build and combine gadgets using
the certain curve.

Real Answer: Lots of technicalities, read
the paper!

0 1 20.5 1.5

0
ℎ

ℎ + 2𝑠𝑖

ℎ

𝑠𝑖
2𝑠𝑖



FPTAS: general uncertain, FD, lower bound

LB with general uncertainty: NP-hard!

Can be approximately reduced to LB
indecisive.

(1 + 𝜀)-approximation in time
𝑂 (𝑚𝑛 (log𝑚𝑛 + ( Δ𝜀𝛿 )

2𝑑
)), where

▶ 𝑚 and 𝑛 are curve lengths,
▶ Δ bounds region diameters,
▶ 𝛿 is the Fréchet distance,
▶ 𝑑 is the dimension.
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Greedy approximation: disjoint regions, FD, l.b.

Precise curve 𝜋 = ⟨𝑝1, … , 𝑝𝑚⟩. Uncertain
curve 𝑈 = ⟨𝑈1, … , 𝑈𝑛⟩. Greedy approach
to determine if Fréchet ≤ 𝛿:

Pick the point in the next uncertain
region going as far as possible on 𝜋.

If the regions of 𝑈 overlap, you can walk
too far.

If the regions are convex and
𝑂(𝛿)-separated, there is a
near-linear-time 3-approximation.
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Results in 1D and for weak Fréchet distance
[B., Löffler, Tim Ophelders, Popov, Urhausen, Verbeek]
Lower bound: * Ahn et al., 2012.

Fréchet distance Weak Fréchet distance
discrete continuous discrete continuous

1D polynomial* polynomial NP-hard polynomial
2D polynomial* NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard

Upper bound (discrete) Fréchet distance: NP-hard also in 1D.

Results in 1D are for intervals.



Deciding Fréchet distance

Dynamic program: for a matching ending in a point and an edge, which part of
the edge is reachable?

𝑝 𝑞2 𝑞1

𝑝
𝑞2 𝑞1

𝑝𝑞2 𝑞1



Deciding lower bound Fréchet distance

Dynamic program: for a matching ending in a point and an edge, which part of
the edge is reachable, depending on the point chosen?
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Deciding lower bound Fréchet distance
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Deciding lower bound Fréchet distance

Dynamic program: for a matching ending in a point and an edge, which part of
the edge is reachable, depending on the point and the edge chosen?
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Deciding lower bound Fréchet distance

Dynamic program: for a matching ending in a point and an edge, which part of
the edge is reachable, depending on the point and the edge chosen?

𝑝 𝑞2 𝑞1

𝑝
𝑞2 𝑞1

𝑝𝑞2 𝑞1



Example ”freespace”



Details of the algorithm

1. Compute the feasible region for the first pair of uncertain points.
2. Propagate along each of the curves: stay at 𝑝1, go along edges 𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑖+1.
3. Propagate normally: each point–edge pair depends on two previous pairs.

Extra complexity: intersecting uncertainty regions.
Solution: handle each direction separately. Keep track of allowed directions
when propagating.

The regions keep constant complexity. Overall time: Θ(𝑚𝑛) for curves of length
𝑚 and 𝑛.
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Overview

Trajectory analysis:
▶ similarity (2D and 1D);
▶ simplification;
▶ segmentation; …
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Results for simplification

Algorithm: 𝑂(𝑛3𝑘3) on 𝑛 polygons with 𝑘 vertices.

𝑂(𝑛3𝑘3) 𝑂(𝑛3)

Cubic-time simplification of uncertain curves for various distance measures
(Hausdorff, Fréchet) and uncertainty regions (point sets, disks, …).



Uncertain Trajectories: Movement Uncertainty

trajectory data inherently imprecise
→ measurement uncertainty

additional uncertainty between
measurements
→ movement uncertainty

today: focus on measurement
uncertainty

now: 1 example for movement
uncertainty
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Trajectory segmentation and classification

a trajectory is a sequence of time-stamped locations

t0

t1

t2
t3

t4
t5

t6

Analysis tasks:
▶ segmentation: splitting a trajectory into pieces
▶ classification: grouping similar trajectories
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Model-based approach

a trajectory is sampled from a continuous motion path
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▶ movement models interpolate the movement in between
▶ random movement models do so using a model parameter
e.g., Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) with diffusion coefficient
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Example: Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM)

▶ Assumption: Entity performs Brownian motion, conditioned on observed
locations.

▶ Gives normal distribution of location at intermediate times.
▶ Parameter: Diffusion coefficient 𝜎2𝑚 (”speed” of entity).
▶ Estimate using maximum likelihood method.

τ (0)

τ (1)

τ (2)

τ (3)

τ b(0)

τ b(1)

τ b(2)



Model-based approach

in a random movement model
▶ each segment/trajectory has a likelihood function
▶ aim to maximize the likelihood of segmenation/classification 𝑃
▶ use information criterion

IC(𝑃) = −2𝐿(𝑃) + |𝑃| ⋅ 𝑝

to counteract splitting into single links/trajectories

Definition
an optimal segmentation/classification is one that minimizes the IC
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Results [Alewijnse, B., M.Buchin, Sijben, Westenberg]

▶ segmentation:
▶ 𝑂(𝑛𝑚) time for a trajectory of length 𝑛 and 𝑚 discrete model parameters
▶ 𝑂(𝑛2𝐹(𝑛)) time for a trajectory of length 𝑛 and continuous model parameters

▶ classification:

▶ 𝑂(𝑘𝑚2) time for 𝑘 trajectories and 𝑚 discrete model parameters
▶ NP-hard for continuous model parameters
▶ polynomial time under mild assumptions
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Summary

Lower bound: * Ahn et al., 2012.

Fréchet distance Weak Fréchet distance
discrete continuous discrete continuous

1D polynomial* polynomial NP-hard polynomial
2D polynomial* NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard

Upper bound (discrete) Fréchet distance: NP-hard.
Expected (discrete) Fréchet distance: #P-hard.

Cubic-time simplification on uncertain curves.

segmentation and classification algorithms using movement models
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